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電子回路の直流解析は回路設計における最も重要な問題の一つである。この場合、回路方程
式は非線形連立代数方程式で記述され、この方程式の全ての解を求めることが必要である。こ
のような問題は古くて新しいテーマであり、工学や数学の分野の多くの研究者によって盛んに
研究が行われている。
ここで、次のよう非線形連立代数方程式を考えよう。
!l(X1，X2，・ ，Xn1Xπ+1)= 0、
h(X11 X2，. . .， Xn1 Xη+1) = 0 
fロ(XI1X2，・.) Xn) Xn+l) = 0 J 
この系は η+1個の変数をもっ η個の方程式から構成されており、一般に、これを満足する
解は η次元空間における解曲線となる。ここで、 Xn+1として、強制入力を選ぶならば、これ
を満足する解は駆動点特性曲線とか伝達特性曲線に対応する。また、九+1としてパアイス電
圧を選び~， {Xn+l:O--l-Eb}と連続的に変化するならば、 Xn+l= Ebにおいて、直流解を得る
ことができる。この手法はニュートン法に比べて収束領域が広いために良く用いられる手法の
一つである。
このような解曲線上には、各種の分岐点が存在する。特に、交差点(交差点、ピッチフォー
ク点)では解曲線が複数個に分岐するが、このような解曲線を追跡するためには分岐点にお
いて枝の方向を決定し、再ぴ解曲線を追跡する必要がある。この様な解曲線追跡アルゴリズム
開発を行った。一方、全ての抵抗素子には寄生素子が存在する。寄生素子値は抵抗素子値に比
べて十分小さいと仮定できるが、大きさよりも、その存在が解曲線の安定性に関して非常に重
要な役割を果たす。本研究では、さらに、分岐点において解曲線の安定性が変わることに注目
し、解曲線の安定性に関する問題について議論したものである。
正帰還を内部にもつ電子回路は複数個の直流解が存在する可能性のあることが、 Will-
son( California大 L08Angeles校)や西(九大)によって提案されている。これらの回路に
はディジタルの基本回路で、ある多安定マルチ.やシュミットトリガ回路などが含まれている。こ
れらの解はバイアス電圧が小さい範囲では l個であるが、バイアス電圧を増加して行くと、突
然ある時点で複数個に分岐することが知られている。
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第二章では、篠原(徳島大)による弧長法を用いた解曲線追跡法を提案している。そこでは、
回路方程式は次のような
h(Xl1X21 ・・ぅ Xn1Xn+1) = 0 、
h(Xl1 X2" ， . X川 Zπ+1)= 0 
!n(X1' X2，・・ ，Xn1Xπ+1) = 0 
(告)2+... + (守よ)2 =1 J 
微分代数方程式で与えられる。この数値積分法として、ステイフな系に強い後退差分公式を導
入して解曲線を追跡しようと云うのが本求解法である。この場合、係数行列は (η+1) x (η+ 1) 
となり、階数が η である限り連続的に追跡できるため、変曲点 (turningpoint)のような分岐
点を含んだ曲線は連続的に追跡できる。また、この曲線は上の η個の式を満足しているため得
られた解曲線には数値積分による蓄積誤差は存在しない。問題は交差点 (bifurcationpoint)、
孤立点 (isolatedpoint)等が存在する場合である。このような点では解曲線追跡法の係数行列
の!者数が(π-1)となり、特異行列となって追跡できなくなる。このような場合に、まず、正
確な分岐点の位置を計算する必要ある。このような分岐点の詐算法に対して、川上(徳大)、山
本(九工大)などの方法があるが、ここでは、より単純な手法を提案している。次に、分岐点
から複数個の校方向を言十算により求め、連続的に曲線を追跡しようと云うのが本解曲線追跡法
である。
この解曲線追跡法は大域的な収束性をもっホモトピ一法などにも適用される。一般に、ニュー
ラルネットワークはニューロンの数を m とすると、 2m個の平衡点が存在する。これらの解の
個数はシグモイド関数に大きく依存する。本研究では、非線形度を未知変数に選び、解の分岐
の様子を調べたものを例題として示しである。
第3章は、上のようにして得られた解曲線の安定性について議論したものである。抵抗回路
には寄生キャパシタやインダクタが必ず存在する。それらは解の安定性に関して非常に重要な
役割を果たす。従来から平衡点の安定性に関しては、変分方程式の固有値を計算することによ
り判定する方法が提案されているが、 Willson(California大、 LosAngeles校)、 Green(Stony
Brook大)らは係数行列の行列式の値から安定性を判定する方法を提案している。
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本論文では、二つの安定判別手法を提案している。その一つは回路網トポジーに基づくも
のである。すなわち、“回路におけるある節点での微分コンダクタンスの和が負であるならば
、その平衡点は不安定である。"この証明はリアプノフ理論に基づいている。この場合、寄生
素子は十分に小きいが、インダクタンスとキャパシタンスの比は零から無限大の範囲をとると
仮定している。したがって、寄生素子の選び方によっては安定な場合もあることに注意された
\/~ 。
もう一つの安定判別法は二章の解曲線追跡手法に基づいている。すなわち、駆動点変数九+1
に対して
dXn+l Dn 
ds Dπ+1 
で与えられる。ここで、 D凡は η個の変数に対するヤコピ行列に対応し、 Dη+1は解曲線追跡法
における (η+1) x (η+ 1)の係数行列式である。したがって、通常の点では係数行列は正則
である。一方 Dηの行列式の値は変分方程式の固有値の積に等しいので、解曲線の追跡方向が
変わる毎に安定性が変わることが分かる。
しかしながら、交差点では、 Dn+lが特異行列となるので、追跡方向が等しくても安定性が
変わることが分かつた。一方、ピッチフォークの分岐点ではある軸に関して2つの枝が対称に
なるため、対称な曲線の枝の安定性は変わらない。
さらに、駆動点物全曲線において、 din+t/dVn+l < 0は鮒抵抗を意味し、その点から与く O
までの領域において、ホップ分岐が起こることが分かる。
これらの応用例として、 2個のトンネルダイオードを持つ回路について、本手法による不安
定領域をルンゲクッタ法による数値積分法を用いて実証した。また、フリップフロップ回路
について、回路素子と分岐の様子、さらに安定性について調べた。その結果、回路が対称で
ある時に限り、ピッチフォーク分岐の起こることが分かつた。一方、対称な構造をもっホップ
フィールド回路では殆んどの分岐がピッチフォーク分岐であることが分かつた。
第四章は、本研究の総括である、この解曲線追跡法と安定判別法は電子回路の直流解析に有
効であることを示した。
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where xεRぺ入 εR，f:RηxR→Rη. The sequence of s01utions (xぅ入)will consist of 
one or more s01ution curves in the (n + 1)-dimensiona1 Euclidean space. 
For a given va1ue of the parameter， the equations become as follows: 
Chapter 1 f(x) = 0 (1.3) 
General Introduction 
where xε Rn，f: Rn→ Rη. 
空=f(x， A) 
dt 
、、 ，
?，?
??? ? ????
、
Solving above equations is very important in various practica1 engineering problems， 
because they are corresponding to equilibrium， DC s01utions， etc. inpractically. 
There have been proposed a 10もofa1gorithms studied on the topics.[1]-[8]. It is well 
known that Newton's method is usually used for solving (1.3)[8]， however， there is a 
10ca1 conve1'gence p1'ob1em， i.e. the method is on1y convergence on such points where 
the initial guesses are chosen sufi.ciently close to the true solutions， while seeking such 
good initial guess is very difi.cult in pracもicalcomputations. In order to overcome 
the di伍culty，expand the convergence region， various homotopy methods have been 
introduced [2] [7]. They possess a global convergence property and can be described as 
below. 
1.1 Background 
Many prob1ems arising in applications of physics， enginee1'ing 01' biology can be de-
scribed by the mathematical models in the fo1'm of system of nonlinear ordinary diι 
ferential equatioIls which depend on real parameters. 
where xεRぺAεRへf:Rn x Rm→ Rπ 
Firsもintroducea parameter tε[0，1] andもhenconsもructもheequation: 
x isa state variable vector， t istime， and A is generally a vector of system parameters. 
However， only a scalar parameter 入(m=l) will be considered thrOlゆoutthis sも吋y
The system is termed as autonomous， since the time variable does not occur in the 
right-hand side explicitly. 
The stationary solutions of the model result from a set of nonlinear (algebraic) equa-
tions dependent on a chosen physica1 parameter. 
h(x， t) = 0 (1.4) 
w here h isdefined by 
h(x， t) = f(x)一(1-t)f(xo) (1.5) 
The mapping h is termed as homotopy of (1.3). It is obvious that at t = 0， h(x， 0)= 
f(x) -f(xO) = 0 give an obvious solution xO， and at t = 1， h(x， 1)= f(x) = 0， give the 
f(x，入)=0 (1.2) s01ution x本 weseek. 
6 
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Depending on the di百erenもconsもrucもingmethodもohうwecan obもainmanyもypesof 
homotopies other th組(1.5)which have the same property as above. Consider (1.5)， 
sinceもhereis one more unknown七hanthe number of equations， there are in general 
a continuum of points satis五ed(1.5) so-ca11ed homotopy pαth. By tracing the path 
starting from (xO， 0)， we can obtain the solution x本 att = 1 
We compare with (1.2) and (1.4) and find thatもhesolutions of them are al present 
one or more curves in n + 1-dimensional Euclidean space， which can be solved by 
continuation method. However， iもisrequirement to make dis七inctionbetween them. 
For the former， there is a naturally occurring parameter， and hence a1 the values of 
the parameter are significant， the solution curves of themselves are important， while 
for the latter， the parameter has been artificially introduced， we are interested only 
in the terminal point (xぺ1)ぅotherthan the homotopy path. This distinction leads 
us adopting difference approaches to deal with them. Therefore the former is called 
continuation problem， and the latter is called homotopy problem in our study. 
There are two fundamental types of algorithms for tracing a solution curves. One is 
based on piecewise-linea山 ationsuch おもhesimplicial algorithm[5] [7]. The second is 
by solving differential equations such as predictor-corrector algo出hm[2][3] [4] [7] [9] [10]. 
Here we apply a curve tracing method based on the predictor-correcもoralgorithm to 
solve a continuation problem. 
The implicit function theorem gives a condition under which the solution curve exists 
and is unique. That is the fundment of the continuation method. 
Therom 1.1 IMPLICIT FUNCTION THEOREM Letf: R叫 l→Rnbe continu-
oωly differentiαble， (文?え)εf-land ~(文，~) be in't貯 tible.Then inαneighborhood of 
(文，入)αIpoints (x，入)thαt sαtisfy f(九入)= 0α問。ηαsinglecontinuoωly differentiαble 
1.2. PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 9 
pαth through (文?入)
The st廿ruωi児Cもtur印e0ぱfthe solutions ma符;ychange drはama抗ti記ca叫1汐ya剖tcαer吋もa剖incritical points 0ぱf 
a paran 
To study the bifurcation poωin凶tson solution curves i泊sv刊erηyimportant problem c∞om一
i凶ngfrom fo11ows view points: First， since the Jacobian of equations is degeneracy at 
bifurcation points， the curve tracing method will be fail at these points， inorder to 
continue successfully the curve tracing process and obtain whole solution diagram， we 
have to study a behavior of branches in the neighborhood of the bifurca七ionpoint and 
evaluation ofもhedirections of branches at bifurcation point. This is both very impor-
tant to the conもinuationproblem and the homotopy problem. Second， the bifurcation 
points are closely related to sもabilityof praεtical system for continuation problem， 
which information will help us to design excellent system to be desired. 
Obtaining whole solution curves diagram and investigating their stabilities areもhe
comlnon problem for various enginering designers. This filed is very intersting and stil 
remains a lot of unsolved problems. 
1.2 Purpose of this study 
In this study we deal with the problems encountered in design of electronics system. 
We research the methods and algorithms for obtaining characもeristiccurve of nonlinear 
resistive circuits and investigaもingtheir stabilities. 
Analysis of nonlinear resistive circuits is one of the central problems in electronic 
circuit system design， since an amount of electronic systems can be absもracもedas some 
combination of nonlinear resistive circuits. 
It is well known that the DC analysis of nonlinear resistive circuits is a fundamental 
10 CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
and most important problem for electronic circuit CAD， where the soluもionscorrespond 
もothe operating poinもsfor a DC bias. when we solve a circuit equation described 
by nω凶 I胤 requations in (n + 1) variables， the (n + 1 )thvariable as some circuit 
parameter， then， since there is one more variables than the number of equations， the 
solutions will generally consist of one or more SOl1叫 Oηcun
Euclidean space. 1百fwe selecωも七出he(付η+ l)t山hvariable a鉛sa DC b凶ia邸s0ωr forced i凶npu凶l比もt，the 
characteristic curves: driυtη9 poiηt ch凶αTαcteristiccurve or tr，α7ηlsfer chαTαcteristic c匂rve
for nonlinear resistive circuits can be obtained. The curves may have limit( turning) 
poin七s，branching( crossing) points， andj or isolated points， which are called bifurcαtion 
points. Knowing the locations of these points is very important to understand the 
properties of circuit behaviorうbecausethe number of the solutions and their stabilities 
may be changed at the bifurcation points. But we cannot apply usual technique such 
as Newton-Raphson method to calculate them because aももhesepoints the rank of 
Jacobian matrix for a seもofcircui t equation is decreωed by one or more， besides， 
when the solution curve isもraced，it would be fail atもhesepoints by the same reason. 
1n chapter 2， we research computational methods for obtaining the bifurcation points 
and the branch directions at branching points of solution curves for the nonlinear resis-
tive circuits. We first propose a simple modi五cationtechnique such that the Newton-
Raphson method can be also applied to the modified equations. Next， we showもhat
our curve tracing algorithm can continuously trace the solution curves having the limit 
points andj or branching points. In this case， we can see whether the curve hぉ passed
through a bifurcation point or not by checking the sign of determinant of the J aco-
bian matrix. We also propose two different methods for calculating the directions of 
branches at branching point. Combining these algorithms， complicated solution curves 
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will be easily七racedby the curve tracing method. A lot of numerical computation 
exam ples are givenもoe祉ubitthe efficiency of the curve tracing algori七hm.It is shown 
that the algorithm can be used successfully to tracing the solution curves of diode 
circuit， transistor circuit and Hopfield circuit which are al strong nonlinear circuits， 
at same time， the bifurcation points on the solution curves can also be locaもed.
As previous description， the characteris七iccurves of nonlinear resistive circuits can 
obtained by solving a DC circuit equation which has ηnonlinear equations in (η+ 1) 
variables， however， itsequilibrium point will be s七ableor unstable since every resistive 
element has a small parasitic component in practice[11 ][12]. It is加 impo巾 ntinfor-
mation for designing various electronic circuits. A lot of efforts have been done about 
もhisfiled[13]-[16]， however， there are stil a large amount of problems remained to be 
solved. 
In chapter 3， we discuss the stability of the characteristic cu1'ves fo1' nonlinear resis-
tive ci1'cuits including parasitic elements. Alもhoughthe DC solution is determined by 
analyzing the nonlinear resistive circuit， itsequilibrium point will be the one of stable 
or unstable because every resistive element has a small parasitic component in practice. 
We consider here two parasitic elements: a cαpαcitor between each resistor and ground， 
and an inductor in series with every resistor. Of course， the stability can be decided by 
solving the variational equation at each equilibrium point obtained by the DC analysis， 
however that is very time-consuming. Based on the Liapunov's direct method， we give 
some simple sもabilitycriter匂nsfor reciprocal resistive circuit and五ndthat the stabil-
ity may be changed at the boundary of the presence of negative differential resistance 
(NDR). For general circuits， we show here that the stability is mαinly changed at the 
bifurcation points on the DC cha1'acteristic curves， sothat the instability regions of 
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the solution curve are easily found byもhelocations of bifurcation points on it. vVe 
summarize these into four definitions， three theorems and one corollary which are very 
useful to checkもheinstabiliもyregions of the solution curves. Some ilusもrativeexamples 
are given in order to understand the theorems proposed in the paper. 
We give conclusion and remark in chapter 4. 
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Chapter 2 
Characteristic Curve of N onlinear 
Resistive Circuits 
2.1 Introd uction 
In this study， we research computational methods for obtaining the bifurcation points 
and the branch directions at branching points of solution curves for the nonlinear resis-
tive circuits. There are many kinds of the bifurcation points such as limit point， branch 
point and isolated poinιAt these points，もheJ acobian matrix of circui七equationbe-
comes singular so that we cannot directly apply the usual numerical techniques such 
as Newton-Raphson method. Therefore， we propose a simple modification technique 
such that the N ewton-Raphson meもhodcan be also applied to the modified equations. 
On the other hand， a curve tracing algorithm can continuously trace the solution 
curves having the limit points andj or branching points. Inもhiscase， we can see whether 
the curve hωpassed through a bifurcation point or not by checking the sign of deter-
minant of the J飢 obianmatrix. We also propose two different methods for calculating 
the directions of branches at branching point. Combining these algorithms， compli-
cated solution curves will be easilyもracedby the curve tracing method. We show some 
examples of various circuits to prove the efficiency of proposed algorithms. 
15 
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2.2. TO BE SOLVED PROBLEMS 17 
2.2 To be solved problems algorithm to enhance the performance of dealing with various bifurcation points. 
The DC analysis of nonlinear resistive neもworksis a fundamental and most important 
problem for electronic circuit design， where the solutions correspond to the operating 
points for a DC bias. There have been published many papers about algoriもhmsfor 
calculaもingthe multiple solutions of nonlinear equations， and some of them can find 
al ofもhesolutions [1-3]. Now， consider a circuit equation described by ηnonlinear 
equations in (η+ 1) variables 
、
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There are two methods for locating the bifurcation points，もermedas direcもmethod
and indirect method. The former is a numerical method， i.e.to obtain the bifurcation 
points by solving an augmentative set of equations， which conもainthe original equa-
tions and the additional equation andもheyare nonsingular at the bifurcation points. 
The latter is a geometrical method， i.e.もolocate the bifurcation points on solution 
curves by a curve tracing method. In this studyぅweresearch the both methods. There 
are some papers about algorithms for obtaining the bifurcation points. Kawak臥凶a釘I凶I
has proposed a method to find the limit point t付ypμebifur代ca剖もiぬonin the nonlinear periodic 
systems， whereもheequations are composed of original one (2.1) andもhedeterminant 
of J acobian matrix for firs七九 variables{Xl，X2，"'， Xn}. Iu似cekand Marek [4] have 
also proposed a technique for calculating a branching point， where the rank of Jaco-
bian matrix of (2.1) becomes n -1. Hence， they introdt問 done more equation from 
the determinant of J acobian matrix for the variables {Xl， X2，・， Xn-l，Xn+l}' In this 
case， they solvedもheequations by the Gauss-Newton method [10] in the minimization 
approach， because there is one more equation than the variables， the convergence ratio 
is smaller than the Newton-Raphson method. Yamamoto [8] has proposed an elegant 
method for calculatingもheexact bifurcation point by the Newton-Raphson method， 
where additional variables are introduced and the equations are composed of the orig-
inal one and their derivatives. We propose here another method combining Kubicek 
and Marek [4] and Yamamoto [8]， whereもheequations are composed ofもheoriginal 
one and the determinant of the Jacobian matrix. Thus， the number of equations is 
smaller than that of Yamamoto [8]， and our method will be simpler for some kind of 
problems. 
where Xn+l is sometimes chosen as a DC bias or forced input. 
Since there is one more variables than the number of equations，もhesolution x = 
(Xl，X21'・.，Xn，Xn+l)T satisfying (2.1) will gene凶 lyconsist of one or more solution 
curves in the (η+ 1 )-dimensional Euclidean space. If we select Xn+l as a DC bias 
or forced input， then the characteristic curves: driving point curve or transfer curve 
for nonlinear resistive circuits can be obtained. The curves may have limit(turning) 
points， branchi時(crossing)points， and / orisolaもedpoints， which are called bifurcαtion 
points[4]. Knowing the locations of these points is very important to understand the 
properties of circuit behavior， because the number of the solutions andもheirstabilities 
[7] may be changed at the bifurcation points. But we cannot apply usual technique 
such as N ewton-Raphson method to calculate them because at these points the rank 
of Jacobian matrix of (2.1) is decreぉedby one or more. Therefore， once the solution 
curve is traced， itwould be fail at these points by the same reason. It is requirement 
that developing a method locatingもhebifurcation point and modifying curve tracing 
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Besides the numerical method， we are also interested in a geometrical method. We 
show that our curve tracing algorithm can continuously trace the limit points and 
branching pointsうexceptfor the special conditions such as the discretized step is exactly 
on the branching point. Furthermoreうthesign of determinant of the Jacobian matrix 
is changed at the branching points. For the limit point， we propose another simple sign 
七est.Thus， we can see whether the curve has passed through the bifurcation point or 
not by checking the sign. 
After五ndingthe branching point， we next calculate the direction of each branch. 
Thus， alof the solution curves will be continuously traced even if they have branching 
points. 
2.3 Analysis of bifurcation points 
In order to derive the numerical algorithm， we first consider a clぉsificationof the 
bifurcation points and the description of their properties.. For simplicity， rewrite (2.1) 
as follows: 
f(x)ニ O (2.2) 
where f : Rn+l→ Rn is a C2 nonlinear mapping in xε Rn+l. LeもDnf(x)be the 
Jacobian matrix for first n variables of x. If it is nonsingular， the solution of (2.2) for 
a parameter Xn+l will be uniquely decided on the solution curve f(x) by the 1:叩licity
Punction Theorem given in Theorem 1.1. However， ifもherank of Jacobian matrix 
rank(Dnf(x)) :; n -1 (2.3) 
at a solution point， then we wi1l cal it a bifurcαtion point. There are three types of 
bifurcation points called limit point， brlαnching point and isolαted po仇tas shown in Fig. 
2.1. 
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(i) Limit point (i) Branching point (ii) Isolated point 
Figure 2.1: Bifurcation points 
Here， we consider the three types of bifurcations [4] as follows: 
(i) Limit point L( xつsatis五esもhefollowing conditions : 
間
where 
θf(x) 
Df(x)三 (Dnf(x)，て一一)
U.Ln+l 
is the Jacobian matrix of (2.2) for x E Rη十1
(i) Brlαnchi句 pointB(xつsatisfiesthe following condition: 
rank(Df(x)) =η-1 
(2.4.1) 
(2.4.2) 
In this case， ifthe first (η-1) x (η-1) submatrix of the Jacobian matrix is 
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nonsingular， the curves can be described by two variables xn and Xn+l as follows: 
Xi =仇(Xn，xn+I)， i = 1，2，・・・ ，n-1 
(ii) Isolated point I(xつsatisfiesthe following condition: 
rank(Df(x)) =η-1 (2.4.3) 
In this cぉe，the solution curves in the neighborhood of the isolated point are 
described by 
Xn+l -ゆ(Xl，X2，・・ ，X川 Zη+2)
for an additional parameter Xn+2， and it has an extremum at I(xつ.
Since the matrix Dnf(xつお singulαrat these bifurcation points， some modifications 
must be done for applying the Newton-Raphson method to solve the singular points. 
First， for the limit point， itmust satisちrtwo relations of (2.4.1). Thus， we have 
f(x) = 0 (2.5.1) 
det(Dnf(x)) = 0 (2.5.2) 
If the Jacobian matrix of (2.5) is nonsingular at the limit point， we can calculate it 
by the Newton-Raphson method.1 
For the branchi句 pointand isolαted poi叫もherank of Jacobian matrix of (2.2) for 
xε Rn+l is equal to n -1. Thus， we needもoinもroducean auxiliary variable Xn+2 
lf the rank of J acobian matrix of (2.5) will be stil less th回 n+ 1， we need the further 仕組sfor皿ationfor 
(2.5.2) as follows: 
det(D~f(x)) = 0 
where k me叩 skth order derivative by剖 yvariable Xj，j :j.n + 1.We call the limit point回 thekth order 
limit point. N ote that the infiection point belongs to this type of limit point. 
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for findingもhebifurcation point by the Newton-Raphson method. Now， considerもhe
following modified relations: 
f(x， Xn+2) = 0 
deも(Dnf(x，Xn十2)= 0 
deも(Dn+1f(x，Xn+2)) = 0 
(2.6.1) 
(2.6.2) 
(2.6.3) 
where Dn+lf(x， Xn+2) is an n x n Jacobian matrix obtained by eliminating the jth 
column， j E [1， n]from the Jacobian maもrixof (2.6.1). If the Jacobian matrix of the 
resulting equations (2.6) becomes nonsingular， then we can solve (2.6) by the Newton-
Raphson method. 
Of course， there are many techniques for introducing an auxiliary variable Xn+2， but 
they must satisfy someηecessαry conditions such that the rank of Jacobian matrix of 
(2.6.1) is incI、easedby 1， and the relations (2.6) must have the same solution of (2.1) 
aもZη+2=z;+22.
In order to obtain the higher order branching and isolated points， we need to replace 
the relations (2.6.2) and (2.6.3) by det(D~f( bfx)) and det(D~+lf(x)) ， which have the 
same meaning as the case of the higher order limit point. Now， inorder to understand 
well these proposed algorithms， we illustrate two simple examples. 
Exαmple2.1: Consider the following equation [4] 
!t(Xl，X2) = (X12 -X2)(X12 + X2 -4) = 0 
The solution curve is shown in Fig. 2.2， where the limit points areα(0，0) and b(0，4)， 
the branching points are c(ゾえ2)and d(ーゾえ2).Differe凶 ati時 fr(Xl， X2) with respect 
2Note that it is usually chosen X~+2 = 0 at bifurcation points. Ya皿細oto18] has introduced n-variables 
for the cωe of n equations， although one variable is fixed to 1. Thus， the numbel' of augmented equations 
beco皿es2n . 
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Xl 
Thus， the Jacobian matrix at仏bis nonsingular andもhelimit poinも8C組 becalculated 
by the Newton-Raphson method. 
On the other hand， atthe branching point8 c， d， we have 
X2 
θ]I "δ]I A -一一一一.ー一一 ーー ーー ーー-11 θXl一円 θZ2-u
In this case， the rank of Jacobian matrix Dfl(Xl，X2) is zero， 80that we can noもapply
the N ewton-Raphson method toもhem，directly. 
Let U8 introduce an auxiliary variable 九 Then，we have from (2.6) 
a， b:Limit poin臼 c，d: Branching points 
Figure 2.2: Example 2.1 
]I(Xl1 x2， X3) 
detD1fl(Xl， X2， X3) 
detD2fl(XlぅX2，X3) 
(xi -x2)(xi + X2 -4) + X3二 0
2Xl(xi + X2 -4) + 2Xl(xi -X2) = 0 
-(xi + X2-4) + (xi -X2) = 0 
to Xl and X2 respectively， we have 
The Jacobian matrix of above equations is given by 
δ!I 
θXl 
δf1 
θX2 
2Xl(xi + X2 -4) + 2Xl(xi -X2) 
-(xi十X2-4) + (xi -X2) 
Df(Xl' x2， X3) ニ
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?
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? ?At the limit points αand b， we have 
δ!t θ!t 
zー =O，7-#OOXl aX2 It is obvious that the rank of J acobian matrix becomes 3 at the branching points c 
and d， and then the Newton-Raphson method can be applied to solve these points. 80 that 
δh 8f 
rank(D iI(Xl1 X2)) = rank(一一」)=l
δzl?θX2 
Exαmple 2.2: Consider an example of the i801ated point given by 
From (2.5.2)， we have 
!t(Xl，X2) = (X12 -X2)(X12 + X2 -4) = 0 
det(D1]I(Xl， X2)) = 2Xl(xi + X2 -4) + 2Xl(xi -X2) = 0 
!I(Xl，X2) = xi + x~ = 0 
which has the higher order singularity at the origin (0，0). In thi8 case， D1h(Xl， X2) 
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and D2!I (X1， X2) are given by 
δ!I Aθf1 A 一一 一一δX1一円 θZ2-u
and/or bifurcαtion points onもhecurves. We first simply describe our CUfve tracing 
algorithm 加 dthen show that our curve tracing algorithm can check whether a curve 
has passed throughもhebifurcation point or not by a simple sign test. 
Now， introduce an auxiliary variable X3 as follow: 
2.4.1 Our curve tracing method 
!I(X1，X2，X3) = xi+ xi-X3 = 0 
Then， the relations (6.2) and (6.3) for the higher order i$olated point are given by 
δ3!I 
deも(Drft(X1，X2，X3)=ヌオニ24x1二 O
ν.v1 
θ3ft det(D~ft(X1 ， X2， X3)二玄す二 24x2二 O
U 中 2
Thus， the Jacobian matrix for above three equations is given by 
x (s) 
???????
? 。 。
solution c町ve
s=O 
( 4xf 
Df(Xl' X2， X3) = I 24 
¥ 0 
????
?
。 j-k 
s 
j.l 
s 
J~・l
s s 
Figure 2.3: Arc-length description of solution curve 
This is nonsingular at the isolated point， so that it can be solved byもheNewton-
Raphson method. 
2.4 Curve tracing method 
Let us describe the variable as x = x( s) by a function of arc-le句ths from Xo shown 
as Fig.2.3. Then， we have from (2.2) the following set of algebraic-differe凶 alequations 
[3] : 
The bifurcation points can also be located when we trace the solution curves by a curve 
むacingmethod， which isもermedas indirect method. The solution curves tracing meth噌
ods can be rudely fallen into two categories. One is based on piecewise-linearization 
such as the simplicial algo出hm[5]， the 0もheris by solving differential equations such as 
predictor-corrector algorithm[3][4][11]. Our curve tracing method belongs to the latter. 
The solution curves satisfying (2.1) can be solved by our curveもracingalgorithm [3] 
starting from Xo on (η+ 1 )-di問 nsionalEuclidean space. They may have limit points 
(害r+(守r+..+(守r=1 (2.7.1) (2.7.2) 
The set of algebraic-differential equations can be solved by one ofもhepredictor-
corrector algorithm. There are two different approaches which are dependent on the 
一 ーーコ|
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menner of dealing with the no凶 neardifferential equation (2.7.2)， the one is bぉedon 
solving the basic differential equation[4]， and then substituting these into (2.7.2)， the 
others embedded in our curve tracing method is using the backward difference formula 
to (2.7.2) as follows. Applying BDF (backward difference formula) algorithm [6]， the 
kth order formula at s = Si+l is given by 
dXi I 
ds Is=si+1 
マ k
~L αk，mzj-+1-m 
." m=O 
生ιj+lムハルi""j-l ~j-k+l ¥ ，. 十一 III 1 . ••• I h -t 可川町t，山t ， ，山t } 
= 1，2，・ ・，n+ 1 (2.8) 
where αk，O， αk，l ，・1αk，k are constant coe伍cientsdepending on the order of nu-
merical integration formula， and h is a step size. The term Qk(-") is known value 
decided by the last k points on the solution curve. This is the BDF predictor algo-
rithm， which offers a good guess obtained by extrapolating k previous soluもionson the 
solution curves so that Newもon-Raphson'smethod in the corrector step converges in 
several iterations. 
Substituting (2.8) into (2.7.2)， we have atもhe(j + 1 )th point the following algebraic 
equations : 
f(xj+l) = 0 (2.9.1) 
n+l 
z(αk，dl+hQAzi-l， Jj-糾1)2ー が =0 (2.9.2) 
i = 1，2ぃ・ ，n+1 
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which is corrector equation and can be efficiently solved by the Newton-Raphson 
method if the J acobian matrix is nonsingular. 
We are interested in observing the geometrical means of the predictor-corrector algo-
rithm (2.9)ぅsincethere are al known value in (2.9.2) beside X{+lヲso(2.9.2) represents 
a (川 1)-dimensionalsphere ceMered at c=-3??with radius T=おお shownin 
Fig.2.4. Eq.(2.9.1) represents the solution curve， the intersects A， Bof them are the 
solutions， where the B is required solution. Especially， when k = 1， i.e. the first-order 
BDF is used， the spherical algorithm proposed by Yamamura can be obtained from 
(2.9)[12] 
A geometrical interpretations of our curve tracing algorithm and its tracing procedure 
are shown in Fig.2.5組 dFig.2.6. 
Figure 2.4: A sphere in (η+ 1 )-dimension space 
2.4.2 Properties at bifurcation points 
We show that our curve tracing algorithm given by (2.9) can successfullyもracethe 
solution curve of (2.2) even when it has the limit point on r(x). For simplicity， denote 
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(~間')) =0 
もhealgorithm (2.9) as follows: 
f(x) 、 、 ， ，
?
???『??? ?
where f : Rn+l→ RぺN:Rn+l→ R， x = xj+1ε Rn+l 
(2.11) 
笠包よ ¥ 
θXn+l I 
Nn+1，n+l ) 
The Jacobian matrix of (2.10) is given by 
where 
i = 1 ， 2 ，・・ •，n + 1 Nn，i = 2αω(αk，OXi + hQk)， Figure 2.5: A geome七ricalinterpretation of our curve tracing algorithm 
Theorem 2.1 Ifωe choose the step size h sufficiently smαl， the Jacobi仰 mαtrixof 
Th肌 ourcurve tracingα19orithm (2.9) cαη 
continuously trace the solution curve of (2.2) eveηωhen it hαs the limit points 。ηthe
(2.9) is noηsingulαTαt the limit points 
solution curve f(x). 
Proof: We want to prove that the Jacobian matrix (2.11) is no凶 ngl山rat the limit 
points. Consider a solution curve of (2.2) having limit points as shown in Fig.2.1(a) 
Sinceもhecurve is a continuous function of αrc-length 町itis described by Xj = Xi(S)， i = 
1，2，. . . ，n+ 1.On the other hand， we have follows acco凶時to(2.2) and the arc-length 
(2.12) 
。
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method 
i = 1，2，..，η+ 1 are bounded for S on the solution curve， the above Since dx;j ds， 
Figure 2.6: Curve tracing procedure 
equation must have a unique solution dxd ds. Therefore， the coefficient matrix of (2.12) 
Now， substituting (2.8) into the last row of must be nonsingular at the limit points. 
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above coe伍cientmatrix and multiplying to 2αk，oh， then， we obtain the same matrix 
as the Jacobian matrix of (2.11). Thus， we have proved the theorem. 
口
N ote that although the determinanもoftheJacobian matrix of (2.9) is always unequa1 to 
zero even at a limit point， which means七hatthe Jacobian mat以 of(2.9) never changes 
the sign when we traceもhesolu七ioncurves past through a limit point. However we can 
stil distinguish whether the curve has passed through the limit point or not by only 
checking the sign of detDnf(x) from (2.5.2). 
On the other hand， we have the following sign test at七hebranching point. 
Theorem 2.2 Let f(x) be αsmooth solutioηcurve. Whenever the curve hαspαssed 
thro~ゆ the br，αnchi句 pointx* in the region of [Sk， Sk+l]， the sigηof det(Df(x)) is 
chαηged. 3 
Proof For simplicity， we seも
d(s) = det(Df(x)) 
Now， applying Taylor expansion to det(Df(x)) at two points ♂+ムsand ♂-f1s， we 
have 
d(s救+ムs)= d(♂) + d'(♂)ムs+・.• (2.13.1) 
d(♂ームs)ニ d(♂)-d'(s*)ムs+・.. (2.13.2) 
where ' means the derivative with respect to s. At the branching point x*， we have 
rank(Df(xつ)=η-1， and d(sつ=O. 
Multiplying two equations of (2.13)， we have 
d(s淑+ムs)d(s車ー ムs)~ -[d'(sつ]2ムS2
3Keller [9] has proved the same property by another way. 
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Thus， a sign of the right hand side is always changed to the negative whenever it has 
passed through the branching point. 
口
Remαrk that since two s01ution curves are crossed at the branching point， our curve 
tracing algorithm may be failed to trace becauseもheJ aco bian matrix becomes singular 
at the point. Fortunately， inmany numerical examplesぅouralgorithm has safely passed 
through alもhebranching points because two curves are continuous excepもforthe 
singular point x*. However， when tangents of two curves are close to each other at tbe 
point， our method might be fai1 to trace. 
2.5 Directions of branches at branching points 
Now， consider a computationa1 technique for deciding the directions of branches at a 
branching point. It is very important in order to obtain wbole solution diagram be-
cause the curve tracing procedure continuous on only one branch bifurcating from the 
bifurcation point， and remaining branches are neglected， inpractical numerical compu-
tations. Evaluation of the directions of branches at bifurcation points is considered as 
supporting menner for enhancing the efficiency of our curve tracing method. There are 
two methods. The firsもisan analytical method proposed by M.Kubicek and M.Marek 
[4]， and the second is bぉedon a geomet巾altechnique 
2.5.1 Analytical method 
We simply show the ideas and results of the analytical method in the reference [4] 
Since the rank of Jacobian matrix of (2.2) isη-1 at a branching poir凡 wecan assume， 
witbou t 10ss of the genera1ity， that the fi凶 (η-1)x (η-1) Sl山nat以 isnonsingular 
at the branching point. Then， from the implicit function theory， the s01ution curve of 
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(2.1) can be described by 
Xi二仇(Xn，Xn+l)， i = 1，2，・ ・・，n-1 
Applying Taylor exp釦 sionto !n(x) at the br釦 chingpoint x* and substituting Xi = 
ゆi(Xn，Xn+l)， i= 1，2， . • ，n -1 ， we have X n 
ん(x)2jA(zn-z;)2
十B(xn-x~)(Xn+l -x~+d 
ヤ(九十1 〈ー+l)2=。 (2.14) 
where 
? ?
?
? ? ????
?
??
?
??
?
???
?
? ??? 。
? ??? ?
?
????
? ???? 。 ?
? ??
X n+l X n+l 
(a) (b) 
C=θ2 !n(Xn， Xn+l) 
θzLl 
Dividing (2.14) by (xn -X~)2 or (Xn+1 -X~+l?' and taking the limits Xn → X~ and 
Xn x n 
Xn+l → X~+ l' we have 
A(まihBほ)+c=O
c(乍r+2B(守)+A=O
Solving Eq.(2.15)， the directions of branches are evaluated as follows: 
(2.15.1) 
Xn+l X n+l 
(2.15.2) (c) (d) 
Figure 2.7: Directions of branches at br組 chingpoints 
Case 1: When A =f.0 and B2 - AC > 0， we have from (2.15.1) 
-B士VB2-AC 
A (2.16.1) 
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Hence， two branches have different directions as shown in Fig. 2.7(a). 
Case 2: When Aヂoand B2 - AC = 0， we have from (2.15.1) 
2.5.2 Geometrical method 
dXn I 
dXn+1Ix=x 
?
? (2.16.2) 
We assume that， at the branching point， the五rst(n -1) x (n -1) submatrix 
of Jacobian matrix of (2.2) is nonsi時 ular.Now， consider a small cylinder of radius r 
centered at branching point B as shown in Fig. 2.8. If we can calculateぬeintersection 
In出iscase， two branches have the same direction as shown in Fig. 2. 7(b). 
C泊 e3: When A = 0 but C -10ぅwehave from (2.15.2) 
points of the solution curves on cylindrical surface， the directions of branches will be 
decided. Here， we describe small variation from B = (x~ ぅ X~+l) by 
ムXn=γcose， ムXn+1-γsine (2.18) 
?????? ?
??? ??
?
?
??
???
? ?
?
? ?
? (2.16.3) where r isa constant and su伍cientlysmall. Then， the五rstn-1 equations of(2.1) 
can be described as follows: In this case， one of the branch is a verticalline as shown in Fig. 2.7(c). 
Case 4: When A = C = 0， we have from (2.15.1)and (2.15.2) 
dXn I f"¥ dXn+11 ハ
dxπ+11 
(2.16.4 ) 
1 (X1， X2，'・.， Xn-11X~ +γcos e， x~ム 1 + r sine) = 0 ) 
h(X1， X2，'・.，Xηー1，X~ +γcos e， X~+l 十 rsin ej = 0 I 
In-1(X1， X2 ， "・ ， Xnー l ， X~ + rcose ， X~+l 十 rsin e) = 0 J 
It has n -1 equations and n variables (X1， ・，xn-1，B)，so thatぬesolution curve 
satisfying (2.19) is laid on the cylindrical surface. This solution curve can be also 
(2.19) 
The directions oftwo branches are perpendicular in each other as shown in Fig. 2.7(d). 
After calculating the directions in (xn， xn+I)-plane， the relations of the other coordinate 
axes are evaluated by 
traced with our curve tracing algoriもhm(2.7)ぅandfind the intersections (P1， P2， P3， P4) 
by checking the points satisfying 
dXj Iθゆiθゆidxη+1 -， 一一-
dXn Ix=x. θXn δXn+l dXn 
(2.17.1) fn(Xl， X2γ ・ 1Xn1 Xn+l) = 0 
or 
dXj IθゆidZ71.θ仇
ーーーーーーー-1 =ニ ーーーーーーーーーーーーーーー 』ー ーーーーーーーー-
dXn+1一- δXndXn+l・θXn+l (2.17.2) 
Nexも， we show that if the ra此 ofJacobian matrix Df(Xl' X2，・.，Xn，Xn+1) is n -1 at 
the br担 chingpoint x*， two or more branches will intersect in each other. 
Applying Taylor expansion to (2.19)， we have 
Remαrk that although the ideas given above are elegant， we need a complicated and 
troublesome computations for getting A， B and C. Nex七， we show a very simple 
method based on a geometrical technique. 
hl1ムXl+・・ +h1，nrcose+hl，n+lrsine=0 ) 
h21ムXl+・+h2，nr cos e + h2，n+lr sin e = 0 I 
hη-1，1ムZ1++lu-l，JCOS9+hnー1川 1T si 
(2.20) 
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We also have fromん(x)
!n(xi +ムX1，X;+ ムX2 ， ・・・ ， X~+l+ムZ叶1)
η-1 
=乞 hn，iムXi+ hn，nr∞s8 + hn，n+1rsin8 
i=l 
1 n+1η+1 ~2 c 
十二 LL~ニ Jn ムXjムZ1
2i=l j=lθXiθZJ J 
(2.21 ) 
???
?
?
?????
?
、
??
? ?
?
，??
S山Sもituti時ムXlヲムX2，..，ムXn-1from (2.20) into (2.21)， we can easily prove that 
the sum of first 3 ter11S in the right side is zero. On the 0もherhand， the solutions of 
(2.21) can be writ的nas follows: 
ムXi= (ε2i-1 cos 8 +εμin 8)r 
i = 1，2， • . • n -1 (2.22) 
Substitl山
fn(X1， X2，. .， xn+I) 
Figure 2.8: Geometrical me七hodfor deciding the directions of branches 
= (C2n-1 cos 28 + C2n sin 28 + Co)r2 = 0 (2.23) 
where Co， C2n-1， C2n a1'e constant. 
It is clear f1'o11 (2.21) or (2.23)ぬ叫ん isthe function of 28 so that it has 0， 2 or 4 
solutions on the cylindrical surface. 4 
4Jt is difi.cult to know the number of solutions satis今ing(2.23) from the theoretical po凶 ofview. For 
example of the isolated po瓜 theHessi組皿atrixgiven by (九=出示)in (2.21) is pos出veor negative 
definite. Hence， the relation (2.23) will not have叫 ution.On the oth~~ hand， for the branching poin~， two 
curves cross as shown in Fig.2.7，so that they will intersect at2or4points on the cylindrical surface.Thus， 
(2.23) will have 2 or 4 solutions in this c剖 e
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Exαmple 2.3: Consider the following equation 
f(Xl， X2) = (xi -x2)(xi + X2-4) = 0 (2.24.1) 
At a branching point c(♂ぅ2)in Fig. 2.2， we have 
Xl = x~ +ムXlニ Xi+ l'cosB (2.24.2) 
X2 = X; +ムX2= X;+ l'sin B (2.24.3) 
Applying Taylor expansion to (2.24.1)， and substituting (2.24.2) and (2.24.3) into itぅ
we have 
(4xi3 -8xi)1'cosB + (-2x; + 4)1'sinB 
+(6xi2 -4)1'2 cos2 B -1'2 sin2 B = 0 
Thus 
81'2 cos2 e -1'2 sin2 eニ O
Theぱ 0民 i七has4 solutions in B = [0ぅ2寸前 follows:
tan B = 2/2， -2/2 
2.6 The flowchart of tracing a characteristic curve 
Till now， we have discussed the computational methods for obtaining the bifurcation 
points and the branch directions at branching points of solution curves for the nonlinear 
resistive circuits. First， the bifurcatioll points were classified as limit point， b1'anching 
point and isolαted point and the mathematical definitions were given. Based on these 
properties， we proposed two method for obtainingもhebifurca七ionpoints， which are 
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termed as direct method and indirect method. The idea of direcもmethodis removing 
the singularity of the original circuit equations at the bifurcation points by adding 
some associated equations， sothat the augment set of equations become regular and 
can be solved by Newlon-Raphson meもhod.The indirect method is dependent on the 
curve tracing method. There are many types of curve tracing method. Our curve 
tracing method is based on a predictor-corrector algorithm which applies the kもhorder 
backward difference formula (BDF) algorithm as the predictor and uses the N側 on-
Raphson iteration algorithm as corrector. As shown in theorems， our curve tracing 
method canもracethe solution curve continuously even when it has limit points and we 
can decide the location of bifurcaもionpoints on curves by some simple sign tests. Once 
the bifurcation poinもsare found， inorder to trace al branches bifurcating fromもhese
points， we have to determine the direction of every branch. An analytical method and 
a geometrical method are shown here. Combinating these techniques into our curve 
tracing method， we can get various characteristics curves of nonlinear resistive circuiもs.
We summarize the contents as fiowchart shown in Fig.2.9. 
2.7 Illustrative example 
In order to verify the effectiveness of our curve tracing meもhodembedded the modified 
techniques， we give some illustrative examples. The various circuits such as diode 
circuit， transistor circuit and a neural network are dealt with. We want to get various 
characもeristiccurves by our curve tracing method. 
2.7.1 Two-tunnel diodes circuit 
Nowぅweconsider a tv¥'.o tunnel diodes circuit shown as below. 
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Formulating circuit equations 
to actual electronic circuits 
f (X， Xn+l ) = 0 
f : Rn+~→ Rn X belongs to R n 
( to be co凶 nued)
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Predictor 
(i) choose an appropriate step-leng出.
(i) obtain the predicted point based on (2.8) 
Corrector 
solve the set of equations (2.9) 
using the Newton-Raphson method 
starting from the predicted po泊L
loca吐ng出elir凶tpo出tby a sign test 
based on 
det (Dnf( x， Xn+1)) = 0 
locating the bifurcation point by a sign test 
based on 
det( Di(x，Xn+l)) = 0 
calculating the directions of branches 
at bifurcation point to get the whole 
solution curves 
output the resultant 
print the whole characteristic curves 
Figure 2.9: Flowchart of ob七ainingthe characteristic curves 
41 
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1泊 R 
+ 
V2 
V泊
+ 
Vl 
Figure 2.10: Two tunnel diodes circuit 
The characteristic curves of diodes are given inもheFig.2.11. 
The DC circuit equation is as follows: 
i1 -i2 = 0 (2.25) 
Vin一(V1+ V2) -Ri1 =。
21ニ 2.5v13-lO.5v12 + 11.8v1 
ら=0.43V23 -2.69v22 + 4.56v2 
Here we selectedもheVin as the addiもionalparameterぅR= 1.50， and got the transfer 
characteristic curve and the driving point characteristic curve by our curve tracing 
method shown as Fig. 2.12 and Fig. 2.13. 
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i1[mA] 
5.0 
4.0 
3.0 
2.0 
1.0 
0.0 V1 [V] 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 
(a) Characteristic curve of Dl 
i2 [mA] 
5.0 
4.0 
3.0 
2.0 
1.0 
0.0 
V2 [V] 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 
(b) Characteristic curve of D2 
Figure 2.11: Characteristic curves of diodes 
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V2 [V] 
10. 15. 
Vin [V] 
5 
V1 [V] 
Figure 2.12: Transfer characteristic of two tunnel diodes circuit 
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iin [mA] 
5. 
4. 
3. 
2. 
O. 3. 6. 9. 12. 
Vin[V] 
15. 
Figure 2.13: Driving point characteristic of two七unneldiodes circuit 
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2.7.2 Flip-Flop circuit 
Now， consider a Flip-Flop circuit as shown in Fig. 2.14. 
-Eb 
Rl R2 
Vl V2 
Tl T2 
ld2 
R7 
Figure 2.14: Flip-Flop circuit 
where R1 = R2 = 15KO， R3 = R4 = 140KO， R5 = R6 = 10KO， 
R7 = 0.5KO， C1 = C2 = 100pF. 
Modeling two transistors by Ebers-Moll model，はlecircuit equations can be written as 
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follows: 
01十 03 。。 O2 +04 。 -04 
-03 。。 。
αid1 -OlEb 
αid2 -02Eb 
Zdl -αZdl 
Zd2一αZd2
-Zd1 -Zd2 
where Vl，・・・ぅ V5are node voltages and 
。
-04 
04 +05 。。
-03 。。
03 +06 。
。。。。
07 
Vl 
V2 
V3 
V4 
V5 
id1 = 10-9 ( e40( v5一句)-1)， id2ニ 10-9(e40(V5-V4) - 1)， α= 0.98 
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Solving them with homotopy method [3]， we obtained 3 solutions for Ebニ 12(V)as 
shown in table 2.1. 
To calculate the branching point， we chose the bias voltage Eb as an auxiliary param-
Table 2.1: Solutions for Eb = 12(V) of Flip-Flop circuit 
solution id1(mA) id2(mA) Stαbility 
Pl (0.222 X 10-9， stable 
P2 (0.126， unstable 
P3 (0.343， 0.222 X 10-9) stable 
eter， and found the bifurcation point B on solution curve at Eb = 8.39(V) as shown in 
Fig. 2.15. 
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ldl [mA] 
0.5 r一一
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
E b[ V] 
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 
Figure 2.15: Bifurcation diagram of the Flip-Flop circuit 
The bifurcation diagram of the Flip-Flop circuit shows that if we choose the bias 
voltage less than the Eb， the flip-flop circuit will never work well， since there is only 
one steady state. Thus， the example helps us to understand that the calculation of 
bifurcation point is very important to design the electronic circuits exactly. 
2.7.3 Hopfield networks 
A Hopfield neural network is sometimes applied to solve combinatorial problems such as 
the traveling salesman problem， and used for layout design problems of printed boards. 
Since the Hopfield networks depend crucially on their nonlinear dynamics， inorder to 
carrying out various proper operation， it is often requires to understand the existence of 
multiple equilibrium points or DC operating points. Therefore， iもisimportant to have 
an efficient analysis method for obtaining a global picture of the dynamic behavior， 
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the equilibrium pattern and the basins of attraction in a given network. Here we show 
that the previous method can be used to complete such tぉks.
Consider a N-neurons Hopfield network shown as Fig.2.16. 
The behaviors can be described as a set of differential equations: 
C; d~i 子一一一、初iiXi一一 +Ii
1 dt 白
Xiニ仇)=;(l+川(と))
i = 1，2ぅ・・・ ，N
(2.26.1 ) 
(2.26.2) 
where 1的jshows weight of synapse coupling， and it has such properties as (α)叫j=
ωji， (b)ωii = O. Hence， the interconnect matrix W is a symmetric matrix whose diagonal 
elements are zeros. Based on above properties， we can conclude that the eigenvalues of 
W are al real by the matrix theories. It means thatもhereonly exist equilibrium points 
in Hopfield networks. The characteristics of the network largely rely on the sigmoid 
function described as (2.26.2). It may be abruptly changed as the parameterαtend to 
small. Hence the bifurcation phenomena would been occurred when αis varied. The 
equilibrium points can be found through solving follows equa七ions:
N 
ZlutjZ3一会;iog三γい o (2.27) 
z = 1，2γ ・ ，N
N ow we consider a practical Hop五eldnetwork used for layouもproblemof printed 
boards.5 
.5The example is given by Prof. A. Sakamoto at Tokushi 皿 auniversity 
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o C o 
12 
。 。 く 〈 〈 。
Il 12 13 I4 16 
イト「
ω61 (1)62 ω63 (1)64 (1)65 . . (1)51 (1)52 (1) 53 (1)54 ω56 . 
《【
(1)41 ω42 (1) 43 (1)45 正1)46
(1)31 (1)32 (t)司n (1)31 (1)32 (1)34 ω35 (1) 36 
(1)'1 (1)23 G】2n u)21 ω23 (1)24 ω25 ω26 
(1)12 ω13 (1)10 (1) 12 (1) 13 (1) 14 (1) 15 U)16 ホU2~3 R3 晴1U1 ~ Un U t |l;A RJι t U2 ~:3 |l|vEARM3 
3 
【 h市f~U6 暗ュ
} K . . . } (人 衣 衣 ぷ
X 1 X 2 X3 Xo 
〉 つ う
Xl X 2 X3 X4 X5 X 6 。 ~ 。 。
Figure 2.16: Hopfield neural network Figure 2.17: A Hopfield circuit having six neurons 
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The circuit contains 6 synapses whose equation is given by 
dUi よ η--_γωijXjーさlog二 _1_ + Iidt 芦 r-J 2 --0 1 -X i 
i=1，2，..，6 
Num Xl X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 
1 0.5000E+00 0.5000E+00 0.5000E+OO O.5000E+OO O.5000E+OO 0.5000E+00 
2 -O.3519E-04 -0.3519E-04 O.5000E+OO O.5000E+OO O.lOOOE+Ol 0.lOOOE+01 
3 0.4999E+OO 0.4999E+OO O.1000E+Ol O.lOOOE+Ol -0.3517E-04 -O.3517E-04 
4 O.lOOOE+Ol O.1000E+Ol O.5000E+00 O.5000E+OO 開O.3519E-04 -O.3519E-04 
5 O.5000E+OO O.5000E+OO -O.5185E-05 O.1000E+Ol O.5000E+OO 0.5000E+OO 
6 0.4506E-04 0.4506E-04 O.1000E+01 O.1000E+Ol 0.4511E-04 0.4511E-04 
7 -O.3519E-04 ーO.3519E-04 -O.5185E-05 O.1000E+Ol O.1000E+Ol O.1000E+Ol 
8 O.3842E+OO O.3842E+OO O.1854E+OO O.1000E+Ol 0.3842E+OO 0.3842E+OO 
9 0.6158E+OO 0.6158E+OO O.8146E+OO -0.1629E-04 0.6158E+OO 0.6158E+OO 
10 0.5002E+OO O.5002E+00 -0.5199E-05 -0.5199E-05 O.1000E+Ol 0.1000E+Ol 
Table 2.2: The DC solutions of七heHopfield network for α= 0.1 
? ? っ ? ?
?
? ?
????
?
?、?
』 ， ?
???
?
??
? ?
??
? ? 〔
3.5 
?? ????』 ???
?
? ?
5.0 
? ? ?
?
っ
??
っ ?
? ?
???
5.0 
?
っ ? ? ? ? ?
?
????
3.5 
。???
???
，?
? ?
? ?
3.5 
w 
I 
where 
Setting dUi / dtニ oand choosing αas additional variable， we have a set of 6 algebraic 
We first calculatedもheDC solutions when a=O.l using equations with 7 variables. 
a homotopy method and found that the Hopfield network has 19 solutions shown as 
table 2.2. 
Then we have traced the solution curves starting from α= 0.1. The solution curves 
in (Xl， X3， X7)-plane are shown in Fig.2.18， where we choose α= 0.29x7 + 0.1. There 
( to be co凶 nued)
are 9 branching points and 4 limit points located by our curve tracing method shown 
as table 2.3. From the bifurcation diagram of出eHopfield neもwork，we found that the 
characteristic of the Hopfield network is largely affected by the nonlinear controlling 
parameterαin the sigmoid function， there is only one solution for large仏 andthe 
ーー一竺竺三三 二二二二二二二二二二
number of solutions is increased asαdecreased. 
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Num Xl X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 
Table 2.3: Bifurcation poin七Sof the Hop五eldnetwork 
11 0.5000E+OO 0.5000E+OO 0.1000E+01 Oー.5185E-05 O.5000E+OO O.5000E+OO 
BP Xl X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 ニt:7
12 -O.3519E心4 -O.3519E-04 0.1000E+01 -O.5185E-05 O.1000E+01 O.1000E+01 
13 O.3842E+00 O.3842E+OO 0.1000E+01 O.1854E+OO O.3842E+OO O.3842E+OO Bl 
0.500E+OO O.500E+OO 0.500E+OO O.500E+OO O.500E+OO 0.500E+OO 0.828E+01 
B2 0.500E+OO O.500E+OO 0.500E+OO O.500E+OO O.500E+OO O.500E+OO O.516E+01 
14 -O.3517E-04 -O.3517E-04 O.1000E+01 0.1000E+01 0.4999E+OO 0.4999E+OO B3 0.705E-02 0.705E-02 0.500E+OO 0.500E+OO 0.993E+OO O.993E+OO 0.309E+01 
B4 O.500E+OO O.500E+OO O.500E+OO O.500E+OO O.500E+OO O.500E+OO O.312E+01 
15 O.6158E+OO O.6158E+OO 0ー.1629E-04 O.8146E+OO O.6158E+OO O.6158E+OO B5 
O.993E+OO O.993E+OO O.500E+OO 0.500E+OO O.705E-02 O.705E-02 O.312E+01 
B6 O.500E+OO O.500E+OO O.662E-01 O.934E+OO O.500E+OO O.500E+OO O.192E+01 
16 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01 Oー.5185E-05 O.1000E+01 -O.3519E-04 -0.3519E-04 B7 O.500E+OO 0.500E+OO O.937E+OO O.632E-01 O.500E+OO 0.500E+OO O.189E+01 
B8 0.426E-01 0.426E-01 O.100E+01 O.100E+01 0.426E-Ol 0.426E-01 O.105E+01 
17 O.1000E+01 O.1000E+01 -0.4518E-04 -0.4518E-04 O.1000E+01 O.1000E+01 Bg O.960E+OO O.960E+OO O.116E-05 O.116E-05 O.960E+OO O.960E+OO O.101E+Ol 
Ll O.547E-03 0.547E-03 O.999E+OO O.999E+OO O.323E+OO 0.323E+OO O.130E+01 
18 O.1000E+01 O.1000E+01 0.1000E+01 -O.5185E-05 Oー.3519E-04 -O.3519E-04 
L2 O.324E+OO 0.324E+OO 0.999E+OO O.999E+OO O.543E-03 O.543E-03 O.130E+01 
L3 O.677E+OO O.677E+OO O.762E-03 O.762E-03 O.999E+OO 0.999E+OO O.130E+Ol 
19 O.1000E+01 0.1000E+01 -O.5199E-05 -O.5199E-05 O.5002E+OO O.5002E+OO 
L4 O.999E+OO 0.999E+OO O.780E-03 O.780E-03 O.676E+OO O.676E+OO O.130E+01 
「一 一ー一一 一一一ーコ工一一一一竺竺三三三三三~-;，_.• 
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Figure 2.18: Bifurcation diagram of a Hopfield network 
X7 
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2.8 Conclusions and remarks 
It is very important to calculate the bifurcation points to understand the behaviors 
of circuits. There are many kinds of bifurcation points such as limit poi凶， brωching 
point and isolated point. Since the rank of Jacobian matrix is decreased by one or more 
at these points， we cannot apply usual technique such as Newton-Raphson method to 
calculate them. In this chapter， we have shown that these points can be stil found 
by the application of the Newton-Raphson method to the modified equation， which 
is termed asもhedirect method. As a indirect method， we consider a curve tracing 
method. First， we gave the description of our curve tracing method and investigateもhe
properties ofもhecurve nearby the bifurcation points when the curve tracing method is 
used to trace it. we proposedもwotheorems and pointed out that based on the theorems 
we can locaもethe bifurcation points on solution curves by simple signもesも.We have 
also discussed the directions of branches at the branching points which are very useful 
for our curve tracing algorithm. A lot of examples were given， they shown that the 
characteristic curves of various circuits can be obtained by our curve tracing method 
embedded a variety of modification techniques proposed in this chapter. 
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Chapter 3 
VIN 
stable Gい入h山1入1<0入くo: stable ) 
3.1 Introduction 
(a) Stability of characteristic solution curve 
Inもhischapter， we dおcussもhesもabilityofもhecharacteristic curves for nonlinear re-
sistive circuits including parasitic elements. Although the DC solution is determined 
by analyzing the nonlinear resistive circuit， itsequilibrium point will be the one of 
stable or unstable because every resistive element has a small parasitic component in 
practice. We consider here two parasitic elements: a capαcitor between every resistor 
and ground， and an inductor‘in series with each resistor. Of course， the stability can 
be decided by solving the variational equaもionaもeachequilibrium point obtained by 
the DC analysis， however that is very time-consuming. We show here thaももhestability 
is mαinly changed at the boundary of the presence of negative differential resistance 
(NDR) and the bifurcation points such as turning and pitchfork points on the DC char-
acもeristiccurves， so thaももheinstability regions of the solution curve are easily found 
by bothもhelocations of bifurcation points and NDR regions of the nonlinear resistors. 
lG 
1.0 
??• • 
• • 
?•  ? ?• • 
• • • 
•• ? ?、• 
、
1 r 
4.0 3.0 
3.0 A B 2.0 . 
1‘ . 
‘ 
‘ . -
0.0 
V G 
?
2.0 
1.0 
0.0 
v r 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 
(b) NDR regiol of N-type nonlinear resistor (c) NDR region of S-type nonlinear resistor 
Figure 3.1: Stability change on solution curve for nonlinear resistive circuits 
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3.2 Derivation of stability problem where 
The DC analysis of nonlinear resistive networks is the most important problem for the 
design of electronic circuits， where the solutions correspond to the operating points for a 
DC bias. There have been many papers published about algoriもhmsfor calculating the 
multiple solutions of nonlinear resistive circuits [13-16]. In practical circuits， however， 
the equilibrium points obtained by the DC analysis can be described as stable or 
unstable， because every resistive element has a parasitic component [1]. 
For example， consider a simple tunnel diode circuit having a parasitic capacitor Cp 
and an inductor Lp as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). The circuit equation is given by 
????? ?? ??? ??
?? ?
?
?
?
???
????? ?
?
?
?
?
? ??
?????? ????????????? ????
(芸)= A U~ ) A=(-Cp2GuG2 ¥ 一(CpLp)ーす (CpLp)-t ¥ -Lp 2 RLp 2 ) (3.4) 
Now，le七usapply Liapunov's direct method [8，9] to investigate the stability of the 
equilibrium point. Define the Liapunov function as follows: 
Cp生三+ic( vc) -iL = 0 
l' dt 
、 ? ? ?
?
?
?
????
?、 ? ? ? ?
?
? ?
??? ?、?
?
???
?
??
?，?? 、? ?? (3.5) 
Lv生+Vc + Ri L-Vin = 0 l' dt -' '--u (3.1.2) 
then 
ic(υc) = 0.43vb -2.69υ3+456UG (3.1.3) 
Z=2M(寸d-ふけ)U~) (3.6) 
To i肝 estigatethe stability at an equilibrium point EQ二 (VCO，iLO)， letus apply a 
Vc = VCO +ムυC， iL = iLO +ムZL (3.2) 
The Liapunov's direct method [8] says that if dV / dtis negative definite， then the 
equilibrium point will be stable， and unstable if it is positive definite. Namely， the 
equilibrium point will be sもablefor R > 0 and Gv > O.
For R > 0 and Gvく 0，howeverうitis known that .the equilibrium point is unstable 
variational technique. 
Then， we have 
dsir 
Lp一ー ニ=ー ムVc-Rムロdt --v (3.3.2) 
if tr(A) > 0 in (3.4) is satisfied. On the other hand， the value is equal to the sum 
of diagonal elements of (3.6)， and itおpossibleto become positive by appropriate 
selection of the parasitic elements. Hence， we conclude that for R > 0 and Gvく 0，the 
equilibrium point for some set of the parasitic elements becomes unstable in the sense 
ds幻ρ
Cp一二三 =-Gvムυc+ムZL
dt 
(3.3.1 ) 
に翌型空里里里 Å ・E•E・
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1in R Lp iL 
V凶 Cp 
(a) Thnnel diode circuit 
1in 
1in 
3.0 3.0 
A 
2.0 2.0 
1.0 1.0 
B 
V泊
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 
(b) Characteristic curve for large R (c) Characteristic curve for small R 
Figure 3.2: Driving point characteristic curves 
Vin 
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of Liapunovぅbecausethe ratio can take 
Oくら/Cpく∞ (3.7) 
even if the parasitic elements are small enough. 
Now， consider the relationship in instability conditions between the Liapunov冶di-
民ctmethod [8] and the analytical method. If Lp/ Cp isla取 enough，the sign of dV / dt
in (3.6) will be positive in the most part of the (Xl， x2)-phase plane as shown in Fig. 
3.3. In this caseうalthoughthe equilibrium point (0，0) is likely to be a saddle point 
from the behavior of trajectoriesうitmay be紅1unstable focal， saddle or stable point 
depending on the 川 iosof Lp and Cp. 
Now， we showもhefacts by the use of bifurcation diagram. N amely，もhecharacterisもic
equation of (3.3) is given by 
円 /σ. R ¥ 
AZ + Iーよ+一|入+一一(RGv+l)=O
ICP LP/CpLP 
Hence，もhebifurcation diagram in (R， Gv) plane is shown in Fig. 3.4 for Cp/ Lp = 0.2， 
where the equilibrium point is classified as follows : 
(saddle point)， for RGv + 1くO
(unstable focal point)， G叫 Rfor ニー+一一くOCp . Lp 
(3.8.1 ) 
(3.8.2) 
Observe that， for R > 0 and Gvく 0，the instability region is increased as the ratio 
Cp/ Lp is decreased， and whole of the domain satisちringGv く owill be unstable fQr 
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X2 
v < 0 stable 
V>O 
X 1 。
( Gv <0， Cp くくLp) 
Figure 3.3: Liapunoy's (Xl1 X2) ph出eplane 
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にJみD 
0.0 
・0.0
-1.0 
-2.0 
-3.0 
-4.0 
-5.0 
R 
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RG y +1=0 
Gy+ 0.2R=O 
Figure 3.4: Bifurcation diagram in (R， Gv) plane 
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Cp/Lp→ O. The result is the sameωthe Liapuno内 directmethod (3.6) saying削
if one or more diagonal elements has positive value， it is possible to become unstable by 
appropriate selection of the parasitic elements. Note that this criterion corresponds to 
the worst case of stabilities， inthe senseもhatthe equilibrium point becomes unstable 
for some set ofもheparasitic elements and otherwise， itis stable. 
Now， we define the stability conditions of resistive circuits as follows. 
Definition 1 [3]: An equilibrium point x* is saidもobe stαble if， for each e > 0， there 
exists d > 0 such tl川 1 x(t) -x* 1<εfor al tどto，whenever o > 0 such that 
1 x(to) -x* 1く o.
Oもherwise，the equilibrium point is said to be unstable. 
Definition 2 [3]: A DC circ凶 'sequilibrium point is said to be pote凶 αlystαble if the 
point of any dynamic circuit created by augmenting the DC circuit with an arbitrary 
set of parぉiticcapacitors between every node and ground， and inducもorsin the series 
with each resistor is s七able.
On the other hand， we define instability conditions as follows: 
Definition 3: A resistive circuit 's equilibrium point is said to be k-th order saddle-node 
unstable if the characteristic equation obtained from the variational dynamic circuit 
has k positive real roots. An equilibrium point is said to be occαswnαly unstable if 
the above dynamic circuit is unstable only for some seもofthe parasitic capacitors and 
inductors， and is stable for some other parasitic elements. 1 
1 N ote that the saddle-node equilibrium point corresponds to both open-臼 dshod・circuitunstable points 
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Definition 4: For reciprocal nonlinear circuits， an equilibrium point is said to be 
negαtive differentiα1 resistαnce (NDR) unstαble if， for a resistive circuit with parasitic 
elementsぅdV/ dthas one or more posiもive real diago凶 1elements. 
Note that if it satisfies tr(A) > 0 for the variational equation such as (3.4)， we will 
have (the sum of diagoηα1 elements) > 0 in dV/dt such as (3.6) for some set of the 
parasitic capacitors and inductors. Thus， we can de五nethe equilibrium point is NDR 
unstable. We can show that the NDR unstαble condition contains the two instabilities 
in Definition 3， because the occαswnαllyand saddle-node instabilities will happen only 
when one or more nonlinear differential resisもanceshas negative value (see Fig. 3.4 for 
the case of Cp/ Lp = 0). 
There are some papers discussing the stability of nonlinear networks. In references 
[2，10]， a globally asymptoもicallystable condition is discussed for nonlinear dynamic 
附 wo山 ina qualitative manner. 1n reference [3]， a simple technique is proposed 
to identify uns七ableDC operating points， where the insもabilityis investigated by the 
Jacobian matrix. The meもhodgives the same result as Theorem 2 inもhispaper. 1n 
reference [21，22]， they apply it to the stability of driving-point characteristic curves for 
nonlinear one-port resistive circuits. 
1n this study， we discuss how to identify the unstable regions of solution curves 
such as driving-point and transfer characteristic curves， where the parasitic elements 
can take the region of (3.7). We五ndthat if one or more differential resistances has 
negative value， those parts of solution curve will be unstable. F'urthermore， atthe 
bifurcation points such as the turning and branch points [4 -5]， sもabilityof the equi-
in Ref.[21-22]. The occasionally unstable points correspond to the open-circuit unstable points. 
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librium point is changed from a some kind of stabiliもiesto a saddle-nodal point. So， 
lk 
ひ+十-vvv十--0
unstable regions of the solution curve can be easily identified without investigating the 
b 一.. Thus， the technique is very useful for identiちringthe unstable variational equation. 
a 
?????????????? ??????? ?????
?
? ? ? ???
?
??
lpk Vk + + V -k 
a regions of solution curves. 
Stability of nonlinear reciprocal resistive circuits 3.3 
( a)A nonlinear resistor Dynamic equation for nonlinear resistive circuit considering parasitic 
elements 
3.3.1 
Figure 3.5: A schema七icdiagram of insertion of parasitic capacitor and inductor 
Now， consider a nonlinear reciprocal resistive circuit having both voltage-and current-
Thus， we have the following relations from the second and fourth rows in (3.10) controlled nonlinear resistors. To obtain the DC circuit equation， parもitionthe circuit 
mto two groups as follows: 
(3.12.1 ) A2i2 = -A1gv(Af Vn + EI) + AJ 
(3.9.1) i = (:~ ) 
???
??
?
??
?????? ??
(3.12.2) AI Vn + E2 = ri(i2) 
The first equation corresponds to the nodal equαtion， and the second one is obtained 
(3.9.2) A = (A1A2) 
????????
、 、 、
? ??
by the Kirchhoff 's voltαge laωfor the loops containing the current-controlled resistors. 
Now， letus derive the dynamic equation by considering the parasitic elements. We 
assume a parasitic capacitor between every resistor and ground， and a parasitic inductor 
and the subscript "1" indicates the elements of 
voltage-controlled resisもors(including linear resisto刈ぅ and"2" those of current-controlled 
reslSもors，respectively. Then， we have the following circuit equation using the tαbleau 
where A is the incidence matrix， 
in series with each resistor as shown in Fig. 3.5. Then， we have 
ι dv .
Cp d~ニニ -A2 i2 -A1gv(Vl) + AJ 
αpproach [6]. 
(3.13.1) 
(3.13.2) 
L dgu(U1)T 
l一一一一=-Vl + A~ Vn + E1 dt -.l ， --1
Ld=Abn+E2-Tz(ら)
(3.10) 
??
???
??
gv( Vl) 
ri(ら)
E1 
E2 
AJ 
????
? ??
???
???
? ?
???
???
??
???
??
??
??
?
??
???
(3.13.3) 
where V凡 denotesthe node voltage. From the firsもandthird rows， we have 
Cp = diag( Cp1， Cp2， • . . ， CpN) 
where 
(3.11) i1 = gv(Af Vη+ El) 
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Lp1 = diag(Lpv1， Lpv2，・・ ，Lpvn1)
Lp2 = diag( Lpi1 ， Lpふ・.. ， Lpin2) 
Then， we have 
N， n1and n2 are the number of nodes， voltage-controlled resistors and current-controlled 
resistors， respectively. Observe that the right-hand side is exactly equal to the DC 
equation (3.12). Thus， the stability ofもheequilibrium point c組 bedetermined by山
variational dynamic equation. 
、 、 、 ?
?????
， ， ?
，?
?????? ? ? ?
?
?
?
』
? ? ?
??
?
???
???
?????
?、 、?
， ?
????????????、 ??? ?
?
? (3.18) 
Now， we have the following instability condition for the nonlinear reciprocal re sistive 
circuits. 
3.3.2 Stability criterion for nonlinear reciprocal resistive circuits 
Theorem 3.1: For問ciprocαlcircωts， i]al 0] Gvαnd Ri hαve positive differential 
resistαncesαt the equilibrium point， those pα付s0] the chαTαcteristic cu問 ewil be po-
teηtialy stαble. On the other hαnd， the equiZ，ibrium point ωil be NDR unstαble i] 0ηe 
or more 0] the differentiαl resistαnceshαsηegαtive vαlueαt the point Assume the equilibrium point be (vnO， VlO， i20)， and put 
Vn =υη0+ムVn， Vl = VlQ +ムV1 i2 = i20 +ムZ2 (3.14) 
Xl = F.ムυn， X2 =両 Gv6Vl X2 = ~ムZ2 (3.15) 
Liapunov's direct method [8] says that ifthe relation (3.18) is negative definite，もhe
equilibrium point will be stable. However， ifit has negative differential resistances， the 
equilibrium point will be unstable in the sense of Definition 4. Furもhermore，it might 
be a sαddle-node or occαsionαly unst able point depending on the ratios of p旬、asitic
capacitors and inductors as show n in Fig. 3.4. 
We further transform the variables as follows: 
Then， we have from (3.13) 
(3)=P(会?芋 :f)P(;;) (3.16) Exαmple 3.1 Consider a current-controlled resistive circuiもasshown in Fig. 3.6 The circuit equation is given by follows: 
where P=diag(CJhLAZGJ¥LjL and 
G刊一生ど}-uθu 
? ?
?
?
?
??
，-.， dvc 
しP37二 ZL1-ZL2
N ow， letus define the Liapunov function as follows: 
I X1 ¥ 
V = (xT x~ xI) I X2 I 
¥ x3 I 
(3.17) 
di 
L l-i=tlm-uc-UT(tL1) 
pl dt 
L~つ生2 ニ Vr ー Ri ，. ?
I'~ dt ~ ~-
Vr(ir) = 0 .43i~ -2.69i; + 4.56ir 
υ=υl() l=t20 
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+ Vr L Pl 
1 r 
3.0 
Cp 
2.0 
B 
Figure 3.6: Current-controlled resistive circuit wi七hparasitic elements 
?1.0 
0.0 
v r 
2.0 4.0 6.0 
where R = 3.5. L"l = 1. L，2 = 1. C" = 0.5. p 一・，"""p (a )Current-controlled resIstor 
The characteristic curve of nonlinear resistor and the driving point characteristic 
curve of the circuit as shown in Fig. 3.7. 
1m 
3.0 
Here we show the unstable region by dotted line. Although the derivative is always 
diin/ dVin > 0， the eq叫 ibriumpoint in the region (α，s) corresponds to unstable focal 
point for七hegiven parameters， where the stability is checked by the eigenvalues of 
the variational dynamic equation. We found that， increasing the 川 ioLpI/Cp， the 
unstable region (α，s) approaches to (A， B) corresponding to the negative resistance 
region (AうB)in Fig. 3.7(a). Th民 the時 ion(AうB)in Fig. 3.7(b) corresponds to the 
2.0 
p 
. -  
A Hα 
occαsionαly unstαble equilibrium point. 
V~ 
江1
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 
(b )Driving-point characteristic curve of the circuit 
3.4 Stability criterion by curve tracing method 
Figure 3.7: Stability of the DP characteristic 
Now， consider more general circuits containing bipolar transisもors，FETs and so on. 
The solution curve can be calculated by solving a resistive circuit composed of n equa-
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where tions in (η+ 1) variables 
???????…?????
?
…?????
?
? ??
(3.19) 
h(Xl， X2， ・，Xn，Xn+l)= 0 ) 
h(Xl， X2，・・ ，Xn，Xn+l) = 0 l 
fη(X1，X2，・，Xn，Xn+1)ニo) 
Observe that the五rstn x (n + 1) submatrix corresponds to the J acobian matrix of 
f(x)， and the last row shows the derivatives of the curve. Our curve tracing algorithm 
where Xn+1 is an addiもionalvariableヲandsometimes chosen asもheDC bias or forced 
input， sowe can obtain the driving point characterisもiccurve or the七ransfercharac-
[15] can efi.ciently trace the solution curve satisfyi時 (3.22). In this case， it is proved 
teristic curve. 
that whenever the rank of J acobian matrix of f(x) is n， the coefi.cient matrix Df(x) 
For simplicity， rewrite (3.19) as follows: 
is nonsingular. So， we can trace even for the tuming points[15] [5]. Th同 wehave the 
following relation by the Cramer's formula to (π+ 1)もhvariable 
(3.23) 
dxη+1 detlDnf(x )1
ds detIDf(x)1 
(3.20) 
Assume f(x) is C2 continuous in XεR叫 1 Let us describe the variable by X = x( s) 
as a function of arc-le句ths from the starting point Xo・ Then，the solution of (3.20) 
f : Rn+1 →ー Rnf(x) = 0， 
where Dnf(x) is the Jacobian matrix for the variable {Xl，X2，'" ，xn}. 
This relation plays a very important role in investigating the stability of the solution saもisfiesthe following set of algebraic-differer 
curves. 
(3.21 ) 町 (x)三((告)2+ (討(:)+(午)2) = u ) N ow， assume that we have the following dynamic equation by considering parωitic 
(3.24 ) QZ二六x)
elements: 
Since the solution curve r(x) is a continuous function of s even at the turni旬 point
as we proved in previous chapter[15][5]， we have from (21) 
where Q is a diagonal matrix similar to (3.13) as follows: 
(3.22) 
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dムZQ一一 =Dnf(x)ムz
dt 
(3.25) 
the type of stability is changed at the point. Note that for the complex conjugate 
eigenvalues， the sign of (3.26) does not change even if the real parts have changed sign， 
so that one of three bifurcations given in the Theorem 3.2 will be possible. 
Then， the variational equation at an equilibrium point x isgiven by 
Thusぅthestability condition of the resistive circuits is decided by the eigenvalues of the 
Jacobian matrix Dnf(x). We have the following stability property around七heturning 
point. 
口
Theorem 3.2 l1仇enthe solution curve hαspαssed through the tuming point， one of 
three bifurcαtions of the stαbility mαy occurαt the pointαs follows:αpotentially stαble 
toαsαddle-node，αη unstαble focal to αsαddle・node，αηdαsαddle-node toαdifferent 
order 01 saddle-node. 
Suppose tl川 dxn+dds > 0 holds at七hestarting point of the solution curve and 
the equilibrium point is stable. Then， the regions dxη+ddsくoof the solution curve 
are unstable， where it has an odd number of positive real eigenvalues so that the 
equilibrium point is a saddle-nodal type unstable point [18]. 
Remark: We assume again that the starting point is stable and dxn+d ds > O. Then， 
there are two cases of the stability in the region of dxn+d ds > O.The日凶， al of the 
real eigenvalues are negative where the region is st able. The second， it has an even 
number of positive real eigenvalues where the region is unstable. 
Next， we consider the stability of the solution curv、earound the braαTηLC仇hb“ifんt包J，r，何CαtiorηZ 
poz仇ηt[凶4]， where two so1凶 oncurves c訂ωrossa七apoωin凶t.It i抱sknown that the rank of the 
Jacobian matrix of (3.19) for {Xl' X2， • .・ ，xη+l}
Proof The direction of the solution curve is changed at a turning point， sothaもwe
have dxn+dds = 0 at the point. This means that the sign of detIDnf(x)1 is changed 
after passing through the turning point becωse of the nonsingularity of Df(x) in (3.23) 
[5]. Here， we transform (3.25) as follows: 
dムx _， 
一一 =Q-1 Dnf(x)ムz
dt 
The eigenvalues of the variational equation satisかもhefollowing relation [3，7] : 
??
… ? ?
???…???
?
… ? ?
?? ? ? ? ?
??， ，
?
?
detlQ-l Dnf(x)1 = deもIQ-11r入t (3.26) 
is red uced to n -1 or less than η-1. Hence， the matrix Df( x) becomes singular at 
the bifurcation point. We have the following theorem around the point. 
We assume that detlQ-11 #-0 holds， sothat the stability depends on the eigenvalues of 
Dnf(x)， whereん(i=1，2，・・・，n) areもheeigenvalues composed of real andj or complex 
conjugates. Thus，もhechange of sign (3.23) means that an odd number of the real 
eigenvalues has changed signs after passingもhroughthe turning point. Therefore， 
Theorem 3.1 Let f(x) be αsmooth solution curve pαssing through the branching 
bifurcαtion point. Then， the stαbility of solution is chαngedαt the point. 
「ー 一ー一ー一一一一一一ー コ正一一一一一一一一一三二二
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Proof For simplicity下put
d1(xn+1)三 detIDr(x)1 (3.27) 
Now， applying Taylor expansion to d1 (x叶 1)at two points X~+l ームXn+l and X~+l + 
ムXn+1before and afterもhebifurcation point x*， we have 
d1(X~+1 ームXn+1) = dl(X~+l) 一 dl'(X~+l)ムZπ+1 + ・・ (3.28.1) 
d1(X~+1 +ムXn+1)= d1(X~+1) + d/(X~+l)ムXn+1+・・ (3.28.2) 
where I indicates the derivative with respect to Xn+1・Atもhebranching point x*， the 
following relations hold [4] 
rank(Df(x*))=n-1， d1(X~+1)=0 ， d代X~+l)i 0 (3.29) 
Multiplyingもhetwo equations in (3.28)， we obtain 
d1 (X~+l ームZη+l) dl(X~+l + ムZη+1)三一 [d山x~+l)fムzi+1
Thus， the sign of the deωminaもorof (3.23) is changed whenever it passes through the 
point. We have the same result as detIDf(x)1 for 
d2(xn+l) = detIDnf(x)1 (3.30) 
because the rank of D f (x) is n -1 at the bifurcation point. 
Thus， both signs of the denominator and numerator of (3.23) are changed at the point， 
so that the direction of sol凶 oncurve dxn+d ds will not be changed at the branch 
bifurcation point. But the stability of the solution curve is changed. The instability of 
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x 
4040C0~i:~...... . .._ . .. 
， .../... 4F J 0 
dx ， 三元一=μx・ X~ 
(a) Branch point 
μ 
x 
4.0 
-4.0 
dx 今
一一一 =μx-X J 
dt 
(b) Pitcl巾 rkpoint 
μ 
Figure 3.8: lllustrative examples of a branch bifurcation and pitchfork bifurcation 
the equilibrium point after the bifurcation point wil be a saddle type. 
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As a special case， there are many symmetric circuits such as Flip-Flop circuit. In this 
case， they sometimes have an interesting property such as one ofもhesolution curves is 
symmetric wiもhrespect to another one as shown in Fig. 3.8(b). This type of bifurca-
tion is termed as a pitchfork bifurcation [4，12]. 
Corollary 1 A tαpitchfork point， one of the solution curves chαnges stαbilityαt the 
point， while the other keeps the sαme stαbility Pαssing through the point. 
Exαmple 3.2 Now， consider two simple examples shown in Fig. 3.8(a) and (b). The 
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自rstone is a branch bifurcation. The equation is given by 
dx 'l 
dt -μx -x-
The solution curves and their stabilities are shown in Fig. 3.8(a). Observe that the 
stabilities of both branches are changed aもthebranch bifurcation point. 
The second example is a pitchfork bifurcation. The equation is given by 
dx '1 
dtニ μx-x-
The solution curves and their stabilities are shown in Fig. 3.8(b). Although the stability 
of the solution curve x = 0 is changed atμ= 0，μ= x2 has the same stability before 
and after the pitchfork point. 
Remαrk: In Theorem 3.2 and 3.3， the instability regions are determined by investi-
gating whether the variational equation has positive real eigenvalues or not. However， 
it may sometimes happen that they have complex conjugate eigenvalues having positive 
real parts. For this kind of instability， the equilibrium point is an unstαble focαl point 
[18]， and the sign of dxn+d ds is not changed at the bifurcation point. This bifurcation 
is called Hopf bifurcαtion [20] 
Exαmple 3.3 Consider the circuiもgivenin Fig. 3.2(a). It has differe凶 kindsof 
characteristic curves as shown in Fig. 3.2(b) and (c) depending on the value of resistor 
R. In Fig. 3.2(b)ぅwehave a region (α，s) of dVin/ dsく 0，so that the equilibrium 
points in the region are sαddle-node points. On the other hand， we have the unstable 
regions of dVin / ds> 0 such as (A，α) ， (s， B) in Fig. 3.2(b) and (A， B) in Fig. 3.2(c) 
corresponding to the NDR region. The transient waveforms starting from the vicinity 
of each equilibrium point are shown in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10， respectively. We can 
see a short period of small oscillation which grows larger and then seもlesdown to the 
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stable DC solution. On the other handヲtheunstable equilibrium point in (A， B) gives 
rise to a limit cycle， because the region does not have a sもableDC solution. It is clear 
that the transient responses agree with the results from the properties. 
3.5 Illustrative example 
3.5.1 Diode circuit 
Consider the two-tunnel-diode circuit shown in Fig. 3.11(a). Put the parasitic induc-
tors (Lp1， Lp2' Lp3) in series with resistors， and parasitic capacitors (Cp1，Cp2) between 
every node and ground. Thus， we have the dynamic circuit shown in Fig. 3.11(b). 
The circuit equation is given by 
where 
Cp1空白~ = i -g1( Vl) 
dt 
Cp2生22=gl(U1)ー の(V2)dt 
L~l 笠 = V;.， - V山 1- Ri jJ~ dt … ..1"' . 
L dgl(U1)l 2一一一一一一 =-Vl十 VCpl-VCp2 pL. dt ~l ~\J p 
L d92(U2)ht-p3づ-t = -'02寸 VCp2
g1 (Vl)三 2.5vr-10.5v? + 11.8v1 
g2(V2) 三 0 .43v~ -2.69vi + 4.56v2 
We got the七ransfercharacteristic curve shown as Fig. 3.12 by our curve tracing 
method for R = 1.5 and shown the unstable regions of curves by dotted lines. 
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Transient Response 1 L 
Transient Response Vc 
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(a) Equilibrium point between (Aρ) 
( to be continued) 
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(b) Equilibrium point between (α， s)
( to be continued) 
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(d)Stabiliザ ofDP characteristic curve for large R 
(c) Equilibrium point between (s， B)
Figure 3.9: Transient analysis to one tunnel diodes circuit: type 1 
( to be continued) 
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(a) Equilibrium point between (A， B) (b) Between (A， B) for different parameters 
( to be co凶 nued) ( to be continued ) 
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B (a)Two tunnel diodes circuit (b )Inserstion of parasitic elements 
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Figure 3.11: Twoもunneldiodes circuit 
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The driving point characteristic for R = 1.5 isshown in Fig. 3.13， where the dotted 
lines show the unstable regions. Observe that there are small regions of unstable focal 
equilibrium points where dVin/ ds > 0 before and afterもhedVin/dsく oregions. On 
the other hand， thereおaclosed loop (EαFb)， where the時 ion(EαF) is sもableand 
(FbE) unstable. Note that once the stability is known by Theorem 3.1 at a point on 
the closed loop， the whole of the stability can be known by Theorem 3.2. 
(c) Stability of DP charactenstic curve for sma11 R 
Figure 3.10: Transient analysis七oone tunnel diodes circui七:type 2 
3.5.2 Transistor circuit 
Now， consider a Flip-Flop circ凶a.sshown in Fig. 3.14(a)， 
where R1 = R2 = 15kn， R3 = R4 = 140kn， R5 = ~ 
C1 = C2ニ 100pF.
10kn ， R7 = O.5kn， 
Using Ebers-Moll model for two transistors， the circuit equations can be written a.s 
A 一一竺 三=
92 
V2 [v] 
4. 
5. 
V1 [v] 
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5. O. 15.1一 円 n
Y1QL'J 
Figure 3.12: Stability of transfer characteristic for two tunnel diodes circuit 
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Figure 3.13: Stabili七yof the driving point characteristic curve for the two tunnel diodes 
circuit 
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(a) Flip-Flop circuit 
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(to be continue) 
(c) Stability of the solution curve for Rs = Re + LlR 
Figure 3.14: Stability of the solution curve for Flip-Flop circuit 
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Since the Flip-Flop circuit is composed of a pair of symmetric sub-circuits， ithas 
at the The stability is change 3.14(b). a pitchfork bifurcation as shown in Fig. 
pitchfork point P. If there is a difference betweenもheR5 and R6， then the symmetry 
of the circuits is destroied， and the pitchfork bifurcation disappeared as shown in Fig. 
Hopfield neural network 
3.14(c). 
3.5.3 
Hopfield neural networks are sometimes applied to solve combinatorial problems such 
as the traveling salesman problem， andもhelayouもofVLSI circuits. N ow， consider the 
The equation is given by 
4uiLα 、 Xi T 
一一=) j ωiiXi一一lOg-:;-一一十 li
dt ロ JJ 2 u 1 -Xi 
i = 1，2，.. ，6 
circuits containing 6 synapses shown as Fig.3.15. 2 
where 
Figure 3.15: A Hopfield circuit containing 6 s戸lapses
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2The example is given by Prof. A.Sal也血otoat Tokushima university. 
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Setting dud dtニ 0，the stationary solutions are obtained. Choosingαas an additional 
variable， we have a set of 6 algebraic equations with 7 variables. The solution curves are 
obtained starting from α= 0.1 [5]. The curves in the (Xl， X3， X7 )-plane are shown in Fig. 
3.16， where we choose αニ 0.29x7+ 0.1. We found 9 pitchfork points and 4 1凶utpoints. 
Note that since the coefficient matrix W is symmetric， alof the eigenvalues are real， 
and the equilibrium points belong to the saddle-node points. We show the unstable 
curves by dotted lines. Therefore， alof the sもabilitiesare determined byもheapplica-
tion of Theorem 2 and Corollαry 1. Noもethat， inthis caseうtheequilibrium points出
1'egion (B1， B2) a1'e 1st order saddle-node points because those of (S， B1) are stable. On 
the other hand， those in the region (B2， B3) are 2nd order saddle-node points， because 
the order is changed by one at the pitchfork B2・Wecan sec that most of the branches 
are unstable. 
3.6 Conclusions and remarks 
In this chapter， the stabi1ity of DC solution curves is examined by introducing parasitic 
elements， inthe form of a small capacitor between every resistor and ground， and an 
inductor in series with every resistor. The ratios of the capacitors and inductors play a 
very important ro1e in the stability. We have assumed that the ratios Cp/ Lp may take 
any value from zero to infinity. 
We have proved七h1'eeもheoremsand one corollary which are very useful for checking 
the instability regions of the solution curves. We have two main results. The firsもresult
is that instability may be occurred in the negative di百'erentialresistance(NDR) regions 
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Figure 3.16: Stability of the solution curve for a Hopfield network 
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depending on the choice of parasitic elements. The second result is that the stabil-
ity is also ch加 gedat the bifurcation points such as a turning， brωch and pitchfork 
point. Thus， we can easily find the instability regions of the solution curves without 
investigating the variational equation. 
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Chapter 4 
Overall Conclusions 
In this study， we researched the methods and algorithms for effectively tracing the 
characteristic cu1'ves of nonlinear resistive circuits and distinguishing their stabilities. 
It is well known thatもhecharacteristic curves are soluもioncurves for a set of DC 
circuit equations which have n equations in (n + 1)variables. On cha1'acteristic curves 
there are many kinds of bifurcation points such as turning point， branching point 
and isolated point. knowning the location of bifurcation points is very important to 
understandもhebehaviors of circuiもandeffectively七raceもhecharacterisもiccurves. Since 
the rank of Jacobian matrix of circuit equations is dec1'eased by one or more at these 
points， we cannot apply usual technique such as Newton-Raphson method to calculate 
もhem.
In this paper we have shown that if we modify the original equations such that the 
singularity is removed for the augment sysもem，which consist of the original equations 
and some additional equations， then these points can be stil found by Newton-Raphson 
method. This numerical method is termed as direct method. We also shown here 
that our curveもracingalgorithm can continuously trace the solution curves having 
the turning points andj 01' branching points， and p1'oposed some simple sign testing to 
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determine the solution curve whether pasももhroughthe bifurcation poi凶 inぬiscase， 
so that the locations of bifurcation points can be decided by using the curve tracing 
algorithm ， which is called the indirect method. To obtain the whole solution curves， 
we discussed the calculating methods for determining the directions of branches aも
the branching points， which are very important in order to continuously tracing吐le
solution curves. Combining these algo1'ithms， complicated solution curves can be easily 
traced by the curve tracing method. 
A lot of numerical computation examples have been given to exhibit the e白ciencyof 
our curve tracing algorithm. It is shown that the algo1'ithm can be used successfully to 
tracing the solution curves of diode circuit， transistor circuit and Hopfield circuit which 
are al st1'ong nonlinear circuits， atsame time， the bifurcation points on the solution 
curves can also be located. 
Distinguishing the stability of characteristic curves for nonlinear resistive circuits is 
requirement and importance to design various electronic circuit exactly. 
Since every resistive element has a parasitic component， solutions on the character-
lstic curves are stable or unstable. We have examinedもhestability of DC solution 
curves for nonlinear resistive circuit by introducing parasitic elements， inthe form of 
a smal1 capacitor between every resistor and ground， and an inducもorin series with 
every resis七or.1 t is found thatもheratios of the capacito1's and inductors play a very 
important role in the stability. 
We have proposed four definitions， proposed and proved threeもheorernsand one 
co1'ol1ary based on Liapunov's direct method and our cu1've tracing methodぅwhichare 
very useful to check the instability regions of the soluもioncurves. Since the stability 
is mαinly changed at the boundary of the presence of negative differential resistance 
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(NDR) and the bifurcation points such as turning and pitchfork po出 son the DC 
characteristic curves， so thatもheinstability regions of the solution curve are easily 
found by determining both the locations of bifurcation points and NDR regions of the 
nonlinear resistors. 
We gave some numerical examples to show these methods and theorems. The tran-
sient analysis bωed on Runge-kutta method hぉ beendone to verify the exactitude of 
these theorems. 
All methods and algorithms proposed in the paper would help one to analysis 組 d
design electronic circuits effectively. 
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審査結果の要旨
電子回路の直流解析は回路設計における最も重要な問題の一つである。この場合、回路方程式は非線
形連立代数方程式で記述され、この方程式の全ての解を求めることが必要となる。このような問題は古く
て新しいテーマであり、工学や数学の分野の多くの研究者によって盛んに研究が行われている。
一般に、 η+1個の変数をもち η個の方程式から構成されている非線形連立代数方程式の解はη+1次
元空間における解曲線となる。ここで、 Xn+lとして、強制入力を選ぶならば、これを満足する解は駆動点、
特性曲線とか伝達特性曲線に対応する。また、 Xn+lを補助変数とみなして、非線形連立代数方程式を解析
する手法はニュートン法に比べて収束領域が広いために良く用いられる手法の一つである。
このような解曲線上には各種の分岐点かτ存在する。特に、交差点では解曲線が複数個に分岐するが、こ
のような解曲線を追跡するためには分岐点において枝の方向を決定し、再び解曲線を追跡する必要がある。
一方、全ての抵抗素子には寄生素子が存在する。寄生素子値は抵抗素子値に比べて十分小さいと仮定
できるが、大きさよりも、その存在が解曲線の安定性に関して非常に重要な役割を果たす。本研究では、
さらに、分岐点において解曲線の安定性が変わることに注目し、解曲線の安定性に関する問題について議
論している。
第二章では、弧長法を用いた解曲線追跡法を提案している。この場合、非線形連立代数方程式は微分
代数方程式に変換され、これをステイフな系に強い後退差分公式を導入して解曲線を追跡しようと云うの
が本求解法である。この場合、変曲点のような分岐点を含んだ曲線は連続的に追跡できるが、交差点、孤
立点等が存在する場合が問題である。このような場合に、まず、正確な分岐点の位置を計算し、方向ベク
トルを求めて再出発をする方法を提案している。このようにして全ての解曲線を連続的に追跡できる。
第三章は、解曲線の安定性について議論したものである。抵抗回路には寄生キャパシタやインダクタが
必ず存在する。それらは解の安定性に関して非常に重要な役割を果たす。従来から平衡点の安定性に関し
ては、変分方程式の閤有値を計算することにより判定する方法や、係数行列の行列式の値から安定性を判
定する方法を提案が提案きれている。これらは、特性曲線の各点で安定判別を行う必要があるためあまり
有効な手法とは云えない。本論文では、二つの安定判別手法を提案している。その一つは回路網トポジー
とリアプノフの安定性に基づいたものであり、もう一つは二章の解曲線追跡手法に基づいている。これら
の安定判別法は解曲線追跡法に直接関係しているので、特性曲線の形状から安定性を容易に判定できると
いう利点がある。
以上、本研究は電子回路の直流解曲線の求解法と、得られた解に対する安定判別法を議論したもので
あり、回路設計に非常に有効である。したがって、本論文は博士(工学)の学位授与に値するものと判定す
る。
